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Cable Cutters CCNT-D

Ratcheting
Cable Cutter
With one-hand, cleanly cut copper up to
400 MCM, and aluminum and multi-
conductor cables up to 600 MCM. Unique
ratchet-action holds cable tight and allows
rapid, straight cuts with minimum effort.
Hold-open spring speeds cutting action.
Quick-release lever opens blade at any
time during operation. Large, finger-formed
handles have limit guards and plastic cov-
ering for comfortable, non-slip grip. Strong,
light-weight tool can be locked in closed
position for pouch carrying. Not designed
for cutting steel or ACSR.

MCM Cable-
Cat. No. Length Cutting Capacity
63060 10" 400 Copper,

(255 mm) 600 Aluminum and
Multi-Conductor

Utility Cable Cutter
Rugged, lightweight. Cuts soft copper and
aluminum cable up to 350 MCM easily.
Drop-forged steel with black oxide finish.
Shear-type hook jaws grab and hold cable
to make clean, even cuts. Beveled tips for
positive mating. Hinge bolt with pinset nut
for proper blade tension. Non-slip red vinyl
grips. Not designed for cutting steel or
ACSR.

Cat. No.
63035

Length
163/4"

(425 mm)

MCM Cable-
Cutting Capacity

350 Copper,
350 Aluminum

Ratcheting Cutter

Heavy-Duty Ratcheting Cutter
The ratchet-action design of this cutter
provides maximum leverage with mini-
mum effort for severe-service use in cut-
ting ACSR and ACAR, common guy strand,
steel wire rope, steel rod (C.R.S. soft), and
copper or aluminum cable. Features drop-
forged, heat-treated, shear-type blades,
plus a 36" long (914 mm) steel handle with
heavy vinyl grips for comfort and slip-

resistance. The design incorporates a
blade-advance knob which permits fast
rotation of the blade to engage the cable
or other material being cut, plus a quick-
release mechanism which allows removal
of the cable or rod before completion of
the cut, if desired. Not designed for cut-
ting EHS Guy Strand or reinforcement
rod.

Cat. No.

63700

Cutting Capacity

1V Dia. (32 mm) ACSR, ACAR
7/ie" Dia. (11 mm) Common Guy Strand
5/e" Dia. (16 mm) Steel Wire Rope
Vz" Dia. (13 mm) Steel Rod (C.R.S. SOFT)
750 MCM (13/8" Dia.)(35 mm) Copper
or Aluminum

Overall
Length

36" (914 mm)

,'

Approx.
Weight

13 Ibs. (6 kg)

WARNING: Never use any pliers or cut-
ters on live electrical circuits.
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Standard Cable Cutters
Economically priced, lightweight, yet effi-
cient shear-type cable cutters. No. 63041
cuts soft cable up to 1V diameter (35 mm);
see table for nominal MCM ratings. No.
63045 cuts soft cable up to W (44 mm);
see table for nominal MCM ratings. Hook
jaw shape forces cable into jaws. Excep-
tionally strong fiberglass handles with
heavy vinyl grips for comfort and slip re-
sistance. Heavy-duty pins in head serve
as blade-stops. Jaws are of drop-forged
alloy tool steel and are replaceable if dam-
aged or worn out. Beveled tips assure
positive mating, and hinge on a rugged bolt
with a pinset nut to maintain proper blade
tension. Make a clean, even cut for ease
in fitting lugs and terminals. Not designed
for cutting steel or ACSR.

Cat. No.
63041

63045

MCM
Cable-Cutting

Capacity
500 Copper,

750 Aluminum
1000 Copper,

1200 Aluminum

Overall
Length
25V2"

(648 mm)
32"

(813 mm)

Approx.
Weight
4V2 Ibs
(2kg)
6 Ibs
(3kg)

Replacement Cable Cutter Heads
(complete).

Cat. No.
63081
63090

Fits Klein Cat. No.
63041
63045

Communications
Cable Cutter
Has similar shear-type design and fea-
tures as standard cable cutters above, but
will cut lead or rubber-covered, 900-pair
soft copper and aluminum communica-
tions cable up to 21/4" (57 mm) dia. Not
designed for cutting steel or ACSR.

Communications
Cat. Cable Cutting Overall
No. Capacity Length
63047 900-pair soft copper 37"

and aluminum up to (940 mm)
2V (57 mm) dia.

Replacement Cutter Head (complete)

Cat.
No.
63110

Fits Klein No.
63047
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